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Married co-founders Josh and Zora Tabin criss-crossed the U.S. by car in the late 2000s to find the 
best place to raise a family and chose Fort Collins. What followed is one of Colorado's great food 
stories. Today Wild Zora products, including the flagship Paleo-inspired, gluten-free meat and veggie 
bar, are sold in over 1,000 Walmart stores and online at Amazon and WildZora.com. 

The happy ending almost never happened. "We started up in Farmer's Markets in Boulder and Ft. 
Collins and by the end of 2015 were in 80 retail stores," says Josh Tabin, now CEO of Wild Zora. "By 
the end of 2016 we were in 800 stores, including local Safeway and King Soopers -- but burning 
through cash, so that by the end of 2016, going into 2017, we were running on fumes," Tabin chuckles. 

"So we pivoted the business. We put the retail effort on autopilot, focused on our online business, and 
by the end of 2017 had saved the company," Tabin says, adding, "in early 2017, 80 percent of our 
business was retail, 20 percent was online. By the end of 2017, it was the opposite." 



The big assist came from Amazon. "Initially, our focus had been on our website, but we found that a 
large number of visitors would come back and purchase on Amazon," says Tabin. "We didn't start out 
to have an Amazon-centric online plan but it turned out that way. Eventually we hooked up with an 
Amazon consultant who really helped us refine our plan. They grew it from $300 month in online sales 
to $3,000 month. We took it inhouse and grew it from $3,000 per month to $3,000 per day." 

But there's more. "Going into 2018, we met a Walmart buyer - even though we didn't have a retail 
strategy after focusing online through '17," Tabin explains. "Turns out Walmart is very committed to 
working with health-focused, organic, small brands. They wanted us, and they proved it." 

Today Wild Zora products are in 1,000 Walmart stores -- eight percent of their total. It transformed 
Wild Zora. "Today half our business today is Walmart, and it's now the fastest growing part of the 
company," Tabin says. 

It also pushed the company into an entirely different stratosphere from a manufacturing standpoint. "It 
took us months to create the product, and two 48-foot trucks to fill the orders for the initial 1,000 stores 
-- one box per store!" Tabin laughs. "We doubled the staff, having to be ready for big increase and 
improve in speed of production." 

The Tabins found a willing public-sector partner to accommodate growth. "We moved into a new facility 
in Loveland -- the City of Loveland really came through for us. They got us permitted and ready to go, 
and with their help, we've increased production capacity by 600 percent," Tabin says. 

CompanyWeek profile: https://companyweek.com/company-profile/wild-zora 

 


